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What is City Pop

City Pop is an innovative and future-proof living concept
where, thanks to in-depth neuroarchitecture studies, the
surface area is optimised to make guests’ lives easier
and more inspiring, fun and rewarding!

City Pop answers the needs of a society in continuous
evolution and with growing requirements in terms of
comfort, flexibility and technological innovation. City Pop
offers fully furnished apartments of 22-83 m² to rent for 4
to 52 weeks and as easy to book as a hotel room, at a
comparable price to a traditional lease.

City Pop chooses only the locations best-suited to its 
community’s lifestyle: large cities and strategic positions to 
provide all the services that modern society needs at hand.

Plus: quick and secure booking, intuitive check-in, a wide 
range of services, fast wi-fi and an active community 
eliminate the stress of business travel, getting around and
everyday life.

City Pop is a place where we’d want to spend time 
ourselves: it’s a philosophy of life we’ve built our company
around.



Because it’s future-proof! City Pop 
believes in its customers’ active 
role in conveying the product’s
development so that it’s always the
best housing option. That’s why 
we pay them special attention:
pampering them, incorporating them
into a community that feels like
family and involving them in  its
future decisions.

Because it offers a product that’s
optimised in terms of space and
cost without sacrificing a design
that’s sophisticated, thought-out
and attentive to detail.

Because it intelligently combines 
innovation and life experience, using
technology to offer customers the
simplest and most intuitive service.

Because it only chooses the best 
locations, central and convenient for 
services and transport. 

Because it takes the advantages 
of today’s housing solutions and
concentrates them in a single product
that meets real accommodation 
needs.

Why is it a winning product?



Our brand 
values



We never 
stop exploring

We enjoy our 
time together

We are always looking for new locations 
and services to improve our customers’ 
experience

Come as a guest leave as 
a family member

Keep it simple
Intuitive and smart 

management
We do it with Style
High design’s standards and detail 
oriented



Pop Style

We have designed and set up every Pop to be lived
in, not just stayed in. All the materials used have to
meet very strict requirements, in both aesthetic and
functional terms: first-class floors and coverings,
high-quality laminate furniture, comfortable beds,
fine linen, soft towels and appliances from leading
brands.

Thanks to in-depth neuroarchitecture studies, the
lighting, the furnishings and their relationship to
the spaces have been designed to convey the
accommodation’s character and soul, and boost the
creativity of its guests.

When you stay in a Pop, you’re staying in a space 
that we ourselves design, furnish and maintain. It’s 
a Pop and you’ll always know the quality you’ll find 
there before you even enter. 

”We shape our buildings, thereafter they
 shape us.”                             

W. Churchill



Amenities

Contactless check-in 
and access

Fast and private
Wi-Fi

Fully equipped kitchen

Smart Tv Utilities expenses

Total risk
insurance

Pop market
“in house” 24/7

Comfortable
bedding

24/7 SupportSpeedy
Breakfast



Comforts
on-demand

Everything our clients need to customize and
improve their living experience is easily
bookable and manageable through the City
Pop app. Every day we are looking for new
sinergy with external partners to provide new
services and we like to work with local partners.
 
Our team is intensively involved throughout 
the development process to ensure that the
properties are delivered in compliance with 
our brand standards.



Car & Bike sharing

Parking service

Cleaning service

Basement

Laundry

Food delivery

Professional laundry and dry
cleaning is available whenever
needed!

For guests who don’t feel like
cooking we have organized a
convenient and efficient food
delivery service!

On a weekly base, every two weeks,
our guests can book what they 
need when they need it!

City Pop offers private parking, 
easily accessible and located right
close to the building!

An extra space for guests who need
to deposit their stuff (i.e. bulky sports
equipment, items not needed every
day...)

Our guests decide where and
when they want to go, we give
them  choices regarding how!



Choose
your size!



S

M

L

XL

2.5

3.5

22 sqm

25 smq

30 sqm

35 sqm

48 sqm

83 sqm

After thousands of interviews, feedback comments
and several prototypes we created the modular living
concept City Pop. 

The Pop apartments are modular and maintain the
same minimal and elegant design, they differ in size,
exposure, rooms’ number and whether or not they
have a balcony.

Another choice made to satisfy the most varied needs
also in terms of space.

The spaces, from the smallest to the most spacious, thanks
to a clever space’s optimization, allow the clients to
enjoy complete living: relaxing, working, sleeping,
cooking & eating, and if necessary, why not even
training.



The City Pop app



Safe Smart Easy

Through the app, 
our members can:

Make the visit and the booking of the 
apartment autonomously 

Access their Pop

Explore and book many services 
on demand

Control their consumption and 
recurring expenses

Send support requests

Receive important notifications 
and tips

It allows you to connect with other 
City Pop members, get to know each 

other and share experiences.

The City Pop app represents the heart and soul of our 
concept, through which the entire customer experience
is customised according to each individual’s needs.

To develop an efficient, intuitive and increasingly high-
performance product, we initially tested a beta version
and collected substantial feedback from our customers
and partners, in order to confidently end up with the
optimal product for our target group.



A Smart Pop
for a Smart Day

City Pop uses the most innovative design and 
construction technologies to create a paradigm
shift from traditional leasing and facilitate different
aspects of everyday life.



All the services you need in one place – your 
Pop. The app lets you book all the services 
designed to improve daily life, like cleaning, 
laundry, parking, food delivery, car & bike
sharing.

No more lost keys but a convenient button 
on the app that lets you access your Pop, 
common areas and parts of the building!

Intuitive and immediate! It’s done through the
app, which also lets you plan a completely 
independent visit to the apartment to see it
for yourself.

Access

Booking

A network of services
 at your disposal

The perfect solution for those who, for work or 
passion, move around frequently and want to
enjoy all the home’s comforts from day one,
bringing only their suitcase with them.

Pop Traveller



Target & client
experiences 



26 years old, has just finished his studies and is
moving to Zurich to take on his first working 
challenge. He doesn’t know the city and is 
looking for a flexible and furnished solution.
Solution: City Pop!! Francesco comes to live in
a community of people that helps him integrate
into the city. His apartment is already furnished
and equipped with everything he needs 
to be independent from his first day. 
Moreover the apartment is a 2-minute walk from
the metro and a car and bike sharing service
has been set up below his building.

30 years old, they met them during 
an holiday in Vietnam and immediately
felt in love. After a few months of
dating they are wondering if going
live together. Solution: City Pop!! They
decide for City Pop, a flexible solution
also in contractual terms. The minimum
stay is only 4 weeks. A good way to 
give it a try!

Francesco,

Anne and Emmanuel,

Tenant 
demographics

Identikit

Average age: 33 years
Average stay: 9 months

20%

20%

5%

8%

7%

6%

24%

10%

High-mobility
workers

First housing
couple

Inland active
professionals

Freelancers

Smart seniors

Smart workers

Single

Students



from Bern, new grandparents, and parents of a
professional couple living in Zurich who ask them
for help looking after their children during the week.
Solution: City Pop!! now they can stay close to
their children and grandchildren during the week, 
thanks to convenient accommodation that’s close 
to transportation. At the weekend they go back
to their home in Bern.

The Schmidt,

42 years old, newly single. His relationship ended
and he quickly sought accommodation that would
allow him to be autonomous and restart his life
independently.
Solution: City Pop!! Karl revolutionises his life,
discovers the pleasure of having free time to enjoy
his interests — without worrying about cleaning or
laundry — and often shops at the mini-market in
the building.

94 years old, whose needs in life 
have led her to choose an apartment
tailored to her requirements as an
alternative to an old people’s home, 
which is not of interest to her.
Solution: City Pop – a bespoke space
equipped with every comfort where
she no longer needs to worry about
incidental expenses or arranging a
weekly cleaning service.

Karl,

Ruth,

Client Experiences



Tribe
The members of City Pop’s Tribe know exactly what
they want: to decide for themselves what suits
them. Including cool, minimal design and just the
sort of amenities which are needed today. With
an added bonus: the beat of the city and people
who are thinking in the same way! For the members
of our Tribe, we organize dynamic and adventurous
events, activities in which all members from different
cities can participate to build new connections,
explore and expand their passions and, mostly,
have fun together.



Amazing things can happen when like-minded
people come together! We love to share moments
and experiences, that’s why our buildings provide
co-living spaces: restaurants and cafes, movie
theater, co-kitchens and shared living room featuring
our favourite home’s comforts. Breakout areas, grill
areas, comfy couches, ping pong tables...each City
Pop has his own peculiarity.

As the intensity of our working lives and the popularity
of social media contributes to the rise of a global 
loneliness epidemic, shared facilities also provide the 
chance to socialize and interact in the offline world, 
offering significant health and wellbeing benefits.

In City Pop we use our Neuroarchitectural knowledges
also to optimize the shared spaces. Our co-working
spaces are designed to instil well-being and increase
the ability to concentrate, thus helping to achieve
personal and professional goals. While the breakout
 areas are designed so that the mind can recharge 
itself, moreover you’ll find there more than enough
good stuff to entertain yourself and other tribe’s
members!

Co-living





City Pop
goes green



In City Pop, we take the issue of sustainability very
seriously: each building is properly insulated,
equipped with LED lighting and energy saving
systems.

Our concept “pay only what you need, when you
need it!” is intended to reward the tenant devoted
to energy saving!

Every year city pop contributes with its revenues
to energy efficiency projects. Investing more than
it should in energy saving in its own renovations
and investing in projects and events aimed at
raising awareness of this important social and
global issue.

The change starts with small steps, for example
a water dispenser is installed in every building:
members of our tribe love their City Pop water
canteen and fill it every morning to start the day
in the best possible way, thus helping to reduce
plastic consumption.

Indeed, sustainability is not something to be
underestimated; it is a fundamental revolution to
preserve our Planet.



Our development
strategy



Germany
Berlin
Hamburg
Munich
Cologne
Frankfurt
Stuttgart
Düsseldorf

United Kingdom
London
Birmingham
Manchester
Leeds
Liverlpool
Glasgow
New Castle
Edinburgh

Austria
Vienna

Italy
Milan
Rome
Florence
Venice
Verona
Naples
Padua
Bologna

Poland
Varsaw
Cracow
Poznań
Gdansk

Czech Republic
Prague

Denmark
Copenhagen

Sweden
Stockholm

Finland
Helsinki

Norway
Oslo

Ireland
Dublin

France
Paris
Lyon
Marseille

Spain
Madrid
Valencia
Barcelona
Seville
Bilbao

Switzerland
Bern
Zurich
Lugano
Lausanne
Geneva
Basel
Lucerne
St. Gallen
Zug

Portugal
Lisbon
Porto

Netherlands
Rotterdam
Amsterdam

Luxembourg
Luxembourg

Belgium
Brussels

City Pop’s development over the next 5 years involves 
constructing 15,000 apartments in major European cities and
creating a tribe of highly mobile people. Thanks to important 
investments in the integration of the most innovative technologies, 
to the synergies we intend to cultivate with service providers and 
to the constant and in-depth studies to improve our product, we
intend to evolve our concept guaranteeing ever higher quality
standards. 



Help City Pop 
grow up

Lively creative 
neighborhood in central 

locations and 
easily accessible by 

public transportation

Gross Floor Area 
of at least 
2’000 m2

In Europe’s 
major capitals 

and cities

Our curiosity has taught us that those who work interna-
tionally, study or pursue their dreams need stimulating 
experiences, meaningful connections, and at the same 
time a place to rest their minds. Our vision is simple: we 
want to offer our residents a hassle-free way to be at home 
everywhere, from 4 weeks to several months, without the 
pain of outdated logistics; places where smart design facilitates
meaningful interactions and spontaneous creativity.
Therefore we are always looking for new locations to bring
our concept europewide and offer to our members the
possibility of find us in the main European cities.  Thanks to
the group of which we are part, we have all the internal 
skills to design, develop and implement this housing concept
with a “turnkey” solution, guaranteeing, for those who trust
us, to save on renovation costs, to respect building site timescales
and the profitability of the real estate asset.

What are we
looking for?

Existing convertible 
objects or 

building land



Benefits
for investor

 Investments in a 
growing sector

 Rethink the 
customer experience

 No personnel or
structural investments 

are needed

 They have a modular 
interior design and a 

clear brand positioning

 Long-term cash flow 
stability due to the

defensive characteristics
of the asset class

 They provide added 
value and reduce risks 

(e.g. vacancy rate)

 Strong commercial 
performance: they 

generates revenue from 
day one

 They allow distinctive 
and engaging 

communication with 
their members

 We always keep 
sustainability 

in mind

Partners with a full 
range of in-house 

know-how



We actively collaborate with companies and 
relocation agencies in the places we develop our 
properties, so they can benefit fully from the many 
advantages this solution offers. Employees at the 
companies we work with have everything they 
need to live in comfort and relax after a stressful 
day’s work. Hotels often lack that feeling of home, 
whereas we guarantee it for all our tenants – 
making it easier to adapt to a new environment 
and improving their daily work performance.

Benefits for 
companies and 
relocation 
agencies



Our Partner

High degree of 
independence thanks to a 

fully furnished and 
equipped apartment

Our buildings are in residential 
areas close to transport and 

places of interest

Tenants can domicile 
and receive post

Everything inside the apartment 
is insured with a reduced 

deductible of up to CHF 200

Savings of 60% compared 
with hotel accommodation

Flexible contract 
duration



About us

City Pop is powered by ARTISA GROUP, which from
generation to generation, has established itself 
at the top of the Swiss real estate sector with
transparency and reliability, demonstrating strength
and professionalism.

Fifty years of experience in the construction industry
allow us to face this with great skills and efficiency,
thus reducing time and costs. The team takes care
of scouting the location, thanks to the careful analysis 
of the territorial specifics and their potential based 
on market research focused on social phenomena.

Once the ideal location has been found, the next 
step entails a mix of managerial rationality and
creativity, which work together to develop functional,
sustainable and modern architectural projects.

City Pop operates out of 7 offices in Switzerland and
Europe: Zurich, Zug, Lugano, Lausanne, Frankfurt,
Milan and Prague. 



City Pop is a young and dynamic company, always 
looking for new experiences, which has accepted
the challenge of revolutionising the traditional
housing concept to create living solutions adapted
to the needs of today’s society.

At City Pop, everything we do is geared toward
providing the best possible experience for our
residents.

City Pop is a place for growth, driven by purpose,
not just by profit. We support each other like a
family and we celebrate our triumphs together.

We don’t wait for opportunities, we create them.
We believe in only giving it our best...and most of all, 
we recognise that dreams don’t work unless we do! 

Corporate philosophy
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